
• You love helping 
others learn about 
math. 

• You love math       
and you enjoy 
sharing your 
passion with 
others. 

• You’re  a natural 
leader - you know 
how to organize 
and lead a group.

• You’re interested 
in social justice-
teachers help 
students 
understand social 
justice issues and 
encourage change.  

Mathematics teachers are in high demand! Our graduates have seen 100% 
job placement each of the last 8 years. Other advantages to becoming a 
mathematics teacher: 

• Find a job anywhere: Teachers are needed everywhere. Choose where 
you work in the U.S. or internationally.  

• Teach your passion: Middle and secondary education teachers are able 
to specialize in their field of interest and teach content they know and 
love. 
 

• Professional Growth: Teachers stay current in best practices and have 
schedules amenable to professional growth through conferences, travel, 
and further education during the summers

Mathematics Teaching Major

Mathematics Teaching Majors graduate with a degree and 
preparation to teach mathematics at the middle school and/or high school 
level. 
 
Students in the mathematics teaching programs benefit from experiences 
and expertise in both the Department of Mathematical Sciences and 
Teachers College. They take courses in content and content pedagogy—
the methods and practices for teaching specific content—and learn from 
experts in the fields of mathematics and mathematics education. Students 
also explore other important aspects of teaching and benefit from 
interacting with teaching majors from various disciplines.

Mathematics teaching majors spend time in middle and high school 
classrooms, gaining real-world experience designing lessons, expanding 
their teaching skills, and learning side-by-side with professionals. 

Career Opportunities

You might make a 
great mathematics 

teacher if...



University Core Curriculum 
A broad base of content includes coursework from 
natural sciences, humanities, fine arts and more.

Mathematics Core Curriculum 
Become a content expert with a wide range of 
mathematics courses  

Professional Education Sequence
Courses about teaching and learning, pedagogy, and 
clinical experiences in schools. 

Degree Options
Customize your degree by choosing to specialize in 
either middle grades  (5-8) or secondary grades (9-12)

The Mathematics teaching major offers many 
exciting opportunities for students to gain hands-on 
experience and sharpen their skills:

•	 Scholarships 
The Mathematics Department offers four 
scholarships specifically for teaching majors

•	 Student Teaching Options 
Mathematis teaching majors have a wide variety 
of teaching placement choices, including Indiana 
schools, Aldine, Texas, and abroad

•	 On-Campus Employment
      Mathematics teaching majors are sought after for      
      campus positions in tutoring through the Learning               
      Center and math emporium, where they can hone             
      their teaching skills while helping their peers

•	 Student Organizations 
Mathematics teaching majors enjoy camaraderie 
throgh the Ball State Council for Teachers of 
Mathematics (BSCTM)

Department of Mathematics
Robert Bell Building, Room 464 

Muncie, IN 
mathsci@bsu.edu

Participate in clinical practice experiences throughout 
your program, including visiting local schools to 
observe and practice teaching in real classrooms, 
leading to your own student teaching experience.

Clinical Practice

About the Program Opportunities


